
Snake VS Block

**About Snake VS Block**

In Snake VS Block players have to try to destroy as many blocks as possible with a snake

consisting of balls.

In Snake VS Block you control a snake, which consists of small balls. The aim of the game is to

achieve the highest possible high score. On your way, there are always small blocks that block

your way. You can get through the blocks, but you have to pay attention to the number, which

stands on the block. Only blocks whose number is not greater than the length of your snake can be

traversed by you.

**Snake VS Block - Features:** 

- Guide your snake: In Snake VS Block you have to make your way through disturbing blocks. In the

game you control a snake that consists of small balls. On the track, you can always collect new

balls and make your snake longer and longer. Your goal is to achieve the highest possible high

score.

- Destroy blocks: On the way to the high score you will be disturbed by small blocks that block your

way. You can partially dodge the blocks, but sometimes you have to cross them and destroy them.

You can only traverse a block if the number on the block is not greater than the number of balls

your snake consists of. Since the game can be quite fast, it is important that you pay attention to

the colors of the blocks. While simpler blocks with lower numbers are for example blue, difficult

blocks are always red. Try to destroy as many blocks as possible and earn extra balls for your

snake.

- Easy control: Snake VS Block has a simple control so even the younger ones can easily play the

game. You control the snake only by swiping to the left or to the right on your display. 

- Play with your friends: Compare your personal high score with the achievements of your friends.

Compete against each other and find out who can guide the snake through the blocks best.

Conclusion: Snake VS Block is a fast and funny game in which especially concentration and a

quick response are in demand. Since controlling the game is easy and the gameplay is easy to

understand, Snake VS Block is fun for all ages.


